
Fellow Toastmasters & Distinguished District Leaders – Linda, Kate and Jared: 
 
Greetings. 
 
Several Toastmasters have asked me why District 65 has once again failed to become a distinguished 
district and what can be done to HELP the district become distinguished. There are several obvious 
reasons for a district failing to become distinguished district which at this time I do not want to go into 
the details. It is easy to write about what they ‘should’ have done and what they ‘could’ have done, etc. 
Instead, I want to write about what can WE can do going forward and HELP the district become 
distinguished. 
 
Let me first clear certain misconceptions floating around in district 65 which includes (1) “if only majority 
of clubs become distinguished or better, the district then could easily become distinguished.” 
Theoretically it may be true, but in the real world and especially in the world of D-65 and under the 
current circumstances, it is furthest away from truth. The premise of this kind of thinking continues to 
be in error. Why? Because the district’s overall membership status for the past two or more years have 
been poor due to some 60% to 70% percent of its clubs functioning under charter strength (below 20 
members) and there has been no published and specific action-plan put in-place in order to turn these 
low-membership clubs into charter strength clubs.  (2) “if we provide incentives to the clubs they will  
seek-out new members.” This is only partially true, but for whatever reason the so-called incentive plan 
generally has not resulted in clubs getting an immediate windfall in membership. (3) “if only we can 
build many new clubs and ensure that none of the existing clubs fold-down.” Well, this is a good and 
positive way of looking at things, but in the real world and once again especially in the world of D-65, 
building of many new clubs requires lots of dedicated effort on part of many. Folding-down of existing 
clubs, in many times instances, is outside the influence of the district leadership. Membership or lack 
therefore continues to drag down the district’s performance every year. The only goal that the district 
comfortably achieves each year is in completion of individual education awards. Individual members 
representing their respective clubs strive and achieve communication and leadership award goals as a 
personal goal – not necessarily as accomplishing club or district goals.   
 
So what can be done? Where do we go from here? What can we individually and collectively do to 
ensure that the district is put on the path of becoming a distinguished district this year and beyond.  
 
There are many ways the district can improve its overall performance. This write-up will concentrate on 
just one - the “District Success Plan” (DSP).  
 

According to TI, “the District Success Plan (DSP) is one of the most important elements of success is 
planning. Becoming a Distinguished District doesn’t just happen; it requires strategic thinking and 
planning by district leaders with a focus on the district mission. Successful districts direct volunteer 
efforts and resources toward achieving the Distinguished District goals for club, membership and 
educational growth. A good District Success Plan clearly focuses on (1) prospecting for and establishing 
new clubs, (2) emphasizes membership growth in existing clubs and (3) directs resources toward helping 
clubs achieve and maintain quality club programming.”  

Here are some of my personal thoughts on how the DSP document can be transformed into a document 
of action-oriented plan of success: 
 



First: The district governor must publicly announce in writing to all stakeholders (members of the district 
council or the top two club officers as well as all district officers) the goal of the district in becoming a 
distinguished. The district leadership therefore must demonstrate genuine interest (and desire) to 
succeed and in becoming distinguished. In absence of such an announcement and genuine intentions, 
the district might as well concede now. I believe last year, there was no such publicly announced or a 
written plan/intention addressed to all stakeholders in becoming a distinguished district!  
 
Second: The ‘Distinguished Success Plan’ (DSP) is a road-map and a blue-print for success.  The authors 
or the primary developers of the DSP are the top three district officers. They individually and collectively 
“as a team” develop the initial DSP for the purpose of laying-out the plan-of-action, as to how the stated 
goals will be accomplished as well who will do what, when and how? Setting up of specific goals, 
establishing strategies to achieve the goals and developing a framework to help carry out the plan, 
producing results, are underlying factors in becoming distinguished district. Unfortunately, this 
important DSP document is generally done as a hurried-down process, prepared mostly to meet TI’s 
mandatory “qualifying requirements” and in meeting the stated dead-line date of September 30; rather 
than as a “tool of communication/information” and action-plan. More importantly, the “input” from 
other district officers (Area and Division Governors) is rarely  requested. The DSP is seldom referred 
and/or referenced to and/or reviewed during the course of the year to see the actual activities to-date 
verses planned activities. In short, the DSP essentially becomes an exercise in futility, for most part. 
When the majority of key stakeholders including many district officers and club leaders are not privy to 
the details and/or contents and/or make-up of numbers and assumptions as to how the district intends 
to become distinguished and accomplish the stated-goals; it becomes increasingly difficult for other 
district officers and club leadership to help and contribute towards the DSP’s success. The results 
therefore become obvious. The success of the DSP requires collective effort and even grass-root efforts 
and no small group and/or hand-full of people can make it happen, all by themselves. The strategies 
surrounding the “growth in membership” and “sustaining of existing clubs as well as building of new 
clubs” continue to remain fundamental to the success of the DSP.    
 
Third: I recommend that the top three district leaders consider sharing the contents of the DSP 
document at an opportune time like the forthcoming ‘Leadership Breakfast’ end of September. Major 
items of the DSP can be highlighted to the key stakeholders attending this important event. Everyone in 
the district needs to be on the same page and the ‘Leadership Breakfast’ venue is an excellent 
opportunity to unveil the plan and in working together as a team for its successful implementation. 
The DSP will inform and educate the club leadership (as well as many district officers) as to where the 
district is heading and what needs to be done as well as the specific help required in achieving the stated 
goals. The results of such an endeavor will positively benefit all clubs, the Areas, the Divisions and 
especially the District. This approach will also demonstrate that the district leadership is reaching-out in 
making the stated goal achievable. Making everyone involved in common goals is fundamental to 
success in any organization. The ownership of the DSP will always remain with the top-three district 
officers, but the content, plan-of-action and the actual implementation can be collectively 
accomplished. 
 
Fourth: I believe that as a result of communicating and sharing of the DSP, many club leaders will begin 
to get increasingly interested and involved, resulting in helping the district and in looking beyond 
achieving the goals of their respective club’s ‘Distinguished Club Plan’ (DCP). For example: (a) some club 
leaders (especially stronger clubs with consistent track record of becoming distinguished each year) may 
help the district by participating in building of new clubs; (b) make extra efforts in getting more than 
minimally required 8 members for their respective DCP purposes; (c) ensure that their clubs pay 100% of 



their dues to TI on-time; (d) make certain that all their seven club officers get trained; (e) go beyond 
achieving the minimal required education awards; (f) participate in demo meetings and open house 
events within and outside their clubs; (g) volunteer as club coaches and mentors and so on. In absence 
of a genuine “partnership” between district leadership and club leadership and without sharing of one 
of the most important and pertinent document - the DSP, the district will once again function in the 
‘business-as-usual’ mode. We understand and know-well the results of functioning in this mode! The 
district  cannot continue to expect respective clubs to help the district out (i.e., get more members; pay 
the outstanding dues on-time; complete additional education awards, help in building of new clubs, etc., 
etc.) during the last two-three months of the year in order to help-out the district in meeting with the 
membership and new club building goals, so that the district can become distinguished or better! I 
believe it’s too little and too late.  
 
Fifth: The TM clubs are independent ‘legal’ entities (private associations) and can function, perform, 
serve its members and can become Distinguished Club or better (The ‘Distinguished Club Plan’ or DCP 
program) without any direct assistance and/or support from the District. However, the District needs 
the support of the Clubs and its members to help the District become Distinguished District or better. It 
is therefore a no-brainer that the District Leadership needs to reach out to all clubs by sharing it’s DSP, 
so that members can individually and collectively work towards helping the District achieve its stated 
DSP goals.   
 
I believe that the top-three district leaders can make it happen this year by turning the district around 
and do their very best in becoming distinguished district. Let me reiterate that the DSP is one of the 
important “tools” of information and action-plan document that needs to be shared and jointly 
accomplished. Additionally, the highlights of the DSP at the ‘Leadership Breakfast’ will be an excellent 
opportunity in establishing a strong and timely rapport between the district and the club leaderships. 
The development, sharing and implementation of the “District Success Plan” can become an example of 
a cooperative effort for mutual benefits. Making the DSP work this time around is not a option – it’s a 
necessity.   
 
I wish success to D-65 leadership this year and for years to follow.  
 
Sam 
 
Sam Mehta, DTM, PDG. 
Syracuse, NY 
August 31, 2012 
 
 


